BIG PICTURE
ALL TEAMS UNITED. BEAUTIFULLY
The world of management is complex and intricate, especially in the face of digital transformation. A tangled network of interdependent tasks, variety of methodologies, and diversity of tools used on different levels can overwhelm even the most experienced managers. But it doesn’t have to be like this.

With BigPicture, you’ll optimize your work, boost results, and save precious time. Your product, project, and portfolio management (PPM) will turn into a walk in the park, making room for soft aspects of management, prompting creativity, and building a culture of innovativeness.

Thanks to its outstanding flexibility and scalability, BigPicture can help you:

- plan and adjust your undertakings,
- lead teams and set priorities,
- supervise performance and track progress,
- coordinate resources and distribute workloads,
- detect and respond to risks,
- and much more.

BigPicture is suitable for enterprises of any size and industry. It integrates smoothly with Jira, Azure DevOps, Trello, Confluence, and more, to foster collaboration and support productivity. In practice, it means your teams can keep using their platforms of choice while you get a bird’s-eye view of what’s going on. In real time, all the time.

With BigPicture, you can expect first-rate implementations across your organization, whichever methodologies you choose to work with.
Boxes are universal containers for all your undertakings. With Boxes, you can organize all your projects, programs, products, teams, or even entire portfolios into various collections and track them in a standardized way. You can neatly visualize and effectively manage work in your preferred Agile, Classic, or Hybrid methodologies all in one place.

This approach, in combination with advanced filtering options, gives you unprecedented clarity and control over each and every venture you're in charge of.

> **CLEAR AND PRECISE PORTFOLIO VIEW**
See a detailed and easily explorable big picture of your entire organization.

> **PORTFOLIO-LEVEL REPORTING AND DATA ORGANIZATION**
Monitor progress of your undertakings at all levels.

> **CUSTOMIZATION GALORE**
Define your own Box types to meet a wide variety of business needs on any management level. Use ready-made templates for all leading methodologies or customize them just the way you see fit.

> **MULTI-TOOL SUPPORT**
Integrate BigPicture with external tools. Jira, Azure DevOps (TFS), Trello, Google Calendar (coming soon)—you name it.

> **CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT**
Let us know what kind of a Box you need as we are continuously developing the system for your maximum advantage!
See More & Act Efficiently

BigPicture's Portfolio Overview will help you build any portfolio structure, including project portfolios, programs, projects, SAFe® ARTs, LeSS Requirement Areas, and more. Regardless of framework, you can easily optimize your work and track progress on both high and granular levels at one place.

Flexible Portfolio Management

Smoothly plan and break down your portfolio's structure.

Definable Hierarchy

Define your preferred multi-level portfolio hierarchy, e.g., portfolios, sub-portfolios, programs, projects, and stages.

Adjustable Approach

Choose from pre-configured templates: Agile, SAFe®, Waterfall, Hybrid, LeSS, and more!

Metrics Tracking

Track key aggregated portfolio indicators with ease.
Our Gantt module will help you plan and keep track of all your tasks in a single workspace. Whatever methodology you work in, you can tailor Gantt to your specific needs and see your undertakings on any granularity level. The module is so flexible that it can serve not only as a standard visualization tool for Waterfall projects but also as a powerful hybrid and agile roadmapping solution.

AUTO-SCHEDULING
Simply identify your project’s stages, milestones, and task dependencies. BigPicture will do the scheduling for you.

AGGREGATIONS
Automatically calculate aggregated field values for reporting purposes.

BASELINES & CRITICAL PATH
Avoid derailing your project. Keep it on track with baselines and critical path options.

TASK STRUCTURE
Break down your scope into an automatically generated, multi-level task structure.

FILTERS
Drill up and down to the desired level of granularity so you can see the project’s details or a bird’s-eye view.
Scope is a perfect planning and reporting module for PMs working in any methodology. With features such as task structure, multi-level hierarchies, quick filters, or advanced aggregation, management becomes easier and more effective than ever.

SCOPE BREAKDOWN
Visualize your task hierarchy and structure.

FLEXIBLE STRUCTURE PLANNING
Free yourself from constraints of a 3-level (Epic → Story → Subtask) framework and set up a customized multi-level structure.

EASY REPORTING
Freely arrange columns, switch between views, and show aggregated values. Scope is an excellent reporting tool.

ADAPTABILITY OF VIEW
Filter and single out scope data according to your criteria, or use predefined JQL Quick Filters to see specific items, such as Epics, unresolved tasks, tasks assigned to a particular resource only, etc.
BE AGILE AT SCALE. YOUR WAY

Up your planning game with this exciting module. Board lets you plan for multiple teams and on multiple levels. The tool is so flexible it can be used with any agile framework – Scrum, SAFe®, LeSS, and more. With Board, you can work on a level of various timeboxes, such as iterations, Program Increments, or whatever meets your unique requirements.

TEAMWORK

Break free from "one team, one board" constraints. Analyze and plan the scope of work simultaneously for multiple teams.

DEPENDENCIES

Establish and track cross-team task dependencies and identify risks well in advance.

SCALE UP OR DOWN

Plan your Scrum or SAFe® Stories, Features, or Epics on different levels.

BACKLOG+

Effortlessly plan and break down your scope of work with help of the new, intuitive backlog feature.

CHARTS

Measure and report your team's performance on multiple levels with a charting functionality.
ROADMAPPING

SET AND TRACK OBJECTIVES

BigPicture’s Roadmap will help you set goals for all your undertakings—projects, products, programs, portfolios, PIs, iterations, and others. It comes in handy for both classic as well as hybrid approaches and is fully SAFe®-compliant. Its practical drill-down feature lets you see an entire undertaking or zoom in to its specific phase.

OBJECTIVE PRIORITIZATION

Define your Objectives’ Planned Business Value and select what brings maximum benefit.

AGILE ROADMAPMING

Set big and small objectives for your teams: from low-level initiatives to high-level undertakings.

SMART ACHIEVEMENT TRACKING

Tack progress of your objectives. Determine their business value and monitor how many of your goals have been attained.

REPORTS

Instantly check how your teams are performing against their objectives.
Appropriate allocation of resources is crucial to any project. And as the circumstances change, so should your planning methods to make sure projects run smoothly. Our tool allows you to analyze the availability of your resources (teams and skills), assign and schedule particular tasks, and update capacities automatically.

- **CAPACITY ANALYSIS**
  Identify available resources across the organization to select talent that best fits your project.

- **REALISTIC CAPACITY ALLOCATION**
  Immediately identify instances where your teams and resources become over-allocated.

- **THOROUGH PLANNING**
  Make both short- and long-term plans just as easily.

- **TEAM CAPACITY**
  Monitor capacity on both individual and team levels.

- **TIME VALUES & STORY POINTS**
  Manage your resources the waterfall, agile or hybrid way.
**THINK AHEAD AND KEEP THE BALANCE**

Risk management is crucial to achieving your business objectives. Thanks to BigPicture’s Risks module, you no longer have to use sticky notes to keep track of sensitive tasks falling behind schedule. You’ll keep everything tidy and organized on a visual matrix.

**RISK CALCULATION**

Attach values to Risks to calculate their probability and define potential consequences.

**ROAM**

Assign risks and track their SAFe® compliant ROAM status (Resolved, Owned, Accepted, Mitigated).

**REGISTRY & RISK MATRIX**

View all your risks in the risk register table or visualize them with risk matrix heatmap.

**ADJUSTABLE VIEW**

Effortlessly arrange columns and get a view customized for your particular business case.

**CARD+**

Configure your risk cards to display all the information you need.
TAKE YOUR REPORTING TO THE NEXT LEVEL

BigPicture's reporting module lets you aggregate and neatly visualize data in just a few clicks. It comes with five fully adjustable drill-down charts that show your tasks' progress, assignees' workload, or summaries of your issue statuses.

AGGREGATION LEVELS
Select your desired aggregation level by extending or narrowing the scope of your report from Program level to PIs or Iterations.

DIVERSE CHART TYPES
Switch between a pie chart, column, or tree views. More view types are coming!

PRESENTATION VIEW
Present your reports and aggregated data to a larger audience with a useful "lightbox" mode.

BREADCRUMBS
Modify your charts by drilling down and changing source data with a convenient breadcrumb navigation.

FULL CUSTOMIZATION
Configure the grid layout and create custom charts with BigPicture Enterprise.
BigPicture is outstandingly robust, flexible, and scalable. However, some large organizations might need more than that. This is where our Enterprise solution comes into play. No matter how many teams, goals, or deadlines you're managing, stay on top of your game with BigPicture Enterprise – providing even more sophisticated infrastructure, numerous additional functionalities, integration with TEMPO, and more.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE STRUCTURE
With all constraints removed, you can enjoy unprecedented freedom in defining your own types of sub-portfolios, projects, programs, and more.

ADVANCED CUSTOMIZATION
Configure modules and rename them to match your company's nomenclature standards.

OVERALL ASSIGNMENT VIEW
Check resource allocation across different teams to always know the actual capacity.

UNLIMITED WHAT-IFS
Test out different scenarios with a new, unlimited what-if functionality. Make sure your undertakings are on the best course.

INTEGRATION WITH TEMPO
Save time by synchronizing your teams' Workload or Holiday plans with TEMPO plugins.
We are a team of ambitious and creative professionals fascinated by new technologies and firmly committed to providing outstanding value to our clients.

Our company has seen continuous development and growth since its founding in 2015. Now, only a few years later, SoftwarePlant’s products have found favor among several million users around the globe.

With more than 20,000 teams from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies using our solutions every day, we are convinced that our success has been possible thanks to an unbeatable combination of four factors: thinking ahead, love for technology, meticulous attention to quality, and a drive for constant improvement.

**ATLASSIAN PLATINUM TOP VENDOR**

All of our plugins have passed a rigorous review process by Atlassian, who holds vendors to high standards for add-on traction and reliability.

**OUTSTANDING SUPPORT**

Customers are the focus of our attention, which is why we place great emphasis on competent and timely support.

**SAFe® PLATFORM PARTNER**

Scaled Agile Framework is one of the most complete and mature PM methodologies inspiring the development of our products.

**30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

If for some reason our products do not satisfy your needs, let us know and we’ll refund you without any hassle!
FIND A TRUSTED PARTNER

We are proud to have built a robust network of reliable partners around the world. Our clients can take advantage of having access to experienced, professional, and fully BigPicture-competent locally available consultants.

SoftwarePlant partners will help you select the best-fitting, most comprehensive solutions, and provide a full range of professional services, including BigPicture consulting, implementation, and training.

We are deeply committed to providing our clients with comprehensive, top-notch assistance.

FULL PARTNER DIRECTORY
softwareplant.com/partners